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EVERY TIME
UK-based Cadillac Plastic is a supplier of high-performance 

plastic films and filmic adhesives to various industry sectors. 

With customers in the UK and Europe, and 40 years of expe-

rience, the company leads the way in providing the most 

technologically advanced and appropriate solutions. Profile 

by Andy Probert.

Cadillac Plastic’s made to measure solutions define its bespoke 
approach to customers’ enquiries and challenges for high-per-
formance plastic films and adhesive products. With 40 years 

of experience, the 18-strong team knows how to take added value to 
the next dimension. 

“Cadillac Plastic’s philosophy is based on adding value by pro-
viding conversion, delivery and technical support services which 
are second to none,” asserted Simon Jones, General Manager.  

“With comprehensive, in-house conversion facilities, we can cal-
culate the best material yield and cater for individual sheeting and 
slitting requirements at no extra cost, enabling customers to save 
money through the elimination of waste.” 

 
Bespoke solutions 
With bespoke product solutions, including die cutting and laminating 
also within its portfolio, Cadillac Plastic indeed leads the way in 
bringing the broadest range of high-performance films, including 
polycarbonates, polyesters, PVC, polyimide and adhesives from  
a single source. 

The Swindon company is proud of its relationships with many 
key suppliers, including 3M, Sabic, Transcontinental Advanced 
Coatings, Nitto, Kimoto and DuPont.  

Cadillac supplies products to customers in industries as 
diverse as automotive and transport, aerospace, defence,  
engineering and medical.   

Mr Jones explained: “The plastic and adhesive manufacturers 
that we represent will typically manufacture their products in 
bulk size and volume. To get these products to end-customers 
who use them, we are both a distributor and converter of those 
materials.  Many of our customers are working to short deadlines 
and demand ‘just in time’ deliveries to support their manufac-
turing processes. 

“So we take the master rolls, typically one to two metres wide 
and several hundred metres long, and we then cut them down to 
our customers’ requirements. Our bespoke conversion facility 
means we can offer conversion at no extra charge, whatever the 
demand. Typically, from a 1220mm x 500m master roll, a cus-
tomer may require sheets of 610mm x 915mm, 300mm x 450mm: 
narrow width rolls or die cut parts – we can do that.” 

He said customers are generally printers, manufacturers, fabrica-
tors, and Tier-1 and Tier-2 suppliers. Products are utilised, for 
example, in the automotive sector on everything from instrumental 
and display binnacles on cars, to interior trim parts; in circuitry, and 
used for insulators within electrical components.  

Fire retardant polycarbonates are used for aircraft re-fits, and 
all manner of applications within aerospace, and in mass trans-
port applications. 

“We enjoy longstanding relationships with our key suppliers 
because we understand each other’s business needs and production 
constraints,” acknowledged Mr Jones. “This has been key to  
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predicting materials requirements six or more months ahead of time 
and being able to provide products to customers when other sup-
pliers are unable to in the current climate.” 

 
High service levels 
Cadillac Plastic was particularly well prepared for Brexit and the 
materials shortages numerous industries have witnessed in 2021. 
“We had the flexibility to strategically build stock ahead of Brexit 
to ensure high service levels were guaranteed.  

“We worked closely with our Chamber of Commerce to ensure 
import documentation on incoming goods and exporting of finished 
products went as smoothly as possible. In fact, we were advising some 
of our larger suppliers on the new requirements!” said Mr Jones. 

He pointed out: “Our customers rely on us having the materials 
they need in stock and supplying on a next day basis. However, the 
biggest challenge currently is sourcing materials, extended lead times 
and materials shipping costs. We have to plan many purchases over 22 
weeks ahead of time, and even then, timescales can be pushed back.” 

Cadillac Plastic prides itself on its long industry experience, 
high service levels, and providing customers with exactly what 
they want to meet their own production needs. 

“Many competitive suppliers only offer products in standard sheet 
sizes and standard pack sizes, such as boxes of 100 sheets or stan-
dard roll lengths,” he said. “These rarely fit customer requirements, 
leading to material wastage and higher costs. However, at Cadillac 

Plastic, we are flexible and agile as a business and will always  
go the extra mile and do the things other companies simply find  
too difficult.” 

Mr Jones highlighted that the Covid-19 pandemic had height-
ened people’s awareness of virus transmission, “so we are 
seeing more demand for anti-microbial coatings on products 
which were previously only being used for more specialist  
medical applications.” 

Cadillac Plastic was classified as a company supporting key 
industries and medical sectors, and continued to operate throughout 
the pandemic. The products supplied supported PPE, ventilators and 
other vital medical and test equipment.  

“Staff remained on-site to maintain the high service levels 
required by our customers, and we were extremely busy,” he added. 

That reputation continues to serve the company excellently as it 
celebrates its 40th year of operation. Despite the business launching 
during difficult economic conditions in 1981, the company soon 
enjoyed success supplying LEXAN Polycarbonate for innovative 
projects such as the ZX81 home computer, which revolutionised new 
technology within the domestic arena. 

 
Planned changes 
Managing Director Alistair Kennedy, who began with Cadillac  
in 1981 in the sales department, went on to buy out the company 
along with Martyn Jones in 2005, and both remain as owners today. 

They and their staff have continued to grow the business in partner-
ship with customers across a wide range of applications and industries. 

Business growth for Cadillac Plastic, even during 2020, remained 
buoyant, and 2021 has proven to be another excellent year. Around 
80% of business remains in the UK, with a majority of its exports 
in Europe.  

In late-2020, Simon Jones joined the business as General Manager. 
He has 35 years of experience in the industry in various technical 
and commercial roles working for a film coating and chemicals manu-
facturing company. 

The current owners plan to hand over day-to-day responsibilities  
to Mr Jones as the company enters a new phase of development while 
retaining its core values. These plans include a greater marketing 
and social media presence along with IT and website improvements. 

Mr Jones said IT upgrades are scheduled for 2022, allowing them 
to improve internal and external communication and reporting. 
“We want to strengthen our marketing activities by embracing both 
traditional and newer IT-based platforms.” 

He reflected that honesty and transparency continue to 
underpin business relationships with suppliers and customers.  

“For example, in these times of extraordinary price increases, 
Cadillac Plastic’s policy of not initiating price increases itself, and 
only ever passing on basic material increases, gives customers con-
fidence they are being treated fairly and getting materials at the 
most competitive rates.” 

 
To remain competitive in a global market, UK manufac-

turing industries need to maintain their lead in design, 
efficiency and specialisation in higher-value products 
and components, Mr Jones suggested.  

“And as a supplier, we need to ensure our materials 
meet these higher specification requirements as future 

projects emerge.” 
 

Meeting more complex demands 
To meet the ever-changing technology and environmental require-
ments, Cadillac Plastic’s customers are designing and manufacturing 
ever more complex products. Integrated electronic functionality 
and LED lighting are being incorporated in a wide range of parts 
used for applications such as domestic appliances, automotive 
and communications. 

“This, in turn, demands that filmic and adhesive materials have 
enhanced functionality, such as hard surface coatings, speciality 
primers and optical properties,” listed Mr Jones. “Where possible, 
these products should also have dual-functionality; for example, 
an LED light-diffusing film can also be printed with capacitive 
switch circuitry. This reduces the size and weight of the finished 
part, requires fewer components and reduces costs.” 

Enhanced fire ratings are now being specified on a wider range  
of materials for buildings and retail environments, which previ-
ously only applied to ‘higher risk’ areas such as underground  
stations. Other factors influencing technology – that ultimately  
have an effect on Cadillac Plastic’s products – are environmental 
and energy use. 

“Although we are a plastics supplier, none of our products are 
considered ‘single use’ plastics,” noted Mr Jones. “Nevertheless, 
recycling and sources of feedstock are becoming ever more impor-
tant factors when selecting materials.” 

He concluded: “As a materials supplier, we need to keep abreast of 
all these developments and trends and ensure we have the products 
designers want to use in future projects.”                                               n
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